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to be, without inquiring whether, from the "conditions of ex

istence, commonly termed final causes," we cannot deduce

a reason fr their rise or decline, or why their term of being

should have been included rather in one certain period of time

than another. The same faculty which finds employment in

tracing to their causes the rise and fall of nations, and which

it is the merit of the philosophic historian judiciously to exer

cise, will to a certainty seek employment in this department

of history a'so; and that there will be an appetency for such

speculations in the public mind, we may infer from the suc

cess, as a literary undertaking, of the "Vestiges of Creation,"

- a work that bears the same sort of relation, in this special

field to sober inquiry, founded on the true conditions of things,

that the legends of the old chroniclers bore to authentic his

tory. The progressive state of geologic science has hitherto

militated against the formation of theory of the soberer char

acter. Its facts-still merely in the forming-are neces

sarily imperfect in their classification, and limited in their

amount; and thus the essential data continues incomplete.

Besides, the men best acquainted with the basis of fact which

already exists, have quite enough to engage them in adding

to it. But there are limits to the field of pakeontological dis

covery, in its relation to what may be termed the chronology

of organized existence, which, judging from the progress of

the science in the past, may be well nigh reached in favored

localities, such as the British islands, in about a quarter of a

century from the present time; and then, I doubt oot, geologi

cal history, in legitimate conformity -with the laws of mind,

and from the existence of the pregnant principle peculiar, ac

cording to Cuvier, to that science of which Geolpgy is

simply an extension, will assume a very extraordinary form

We cannot yet aspire "to the height of this great argument:"
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